Nucleosynthesis and mixing in rotating AGB stars at low metalliclity
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Models of rotating stars at $Z = 5 \times 10^{-4}$ and $10^{-5}$ with masses between 2.5 and 7 $M_\odot$ are computed from the pre-main sequence up to the end of the asymptotic giant branch phase (AGB). We discuss the impact of rotation on nucleosynthesis. We show that it plays a major role during the phase of central He-burning. Rotational-induced mixing transports indeed freshly produced carbon and oxygen into the H-burning shell where some new primary elements are synthesized. In the most massive early-AGB stars, those elements are revealed at the surface during the second dredge-up event. We also follow the changes in surface and wind composition due to the interplay between third dredge-up and hot bottom burning during the TP-AGB phase. We present the final stellar yields and discuss our predictions in the context of the chemical anomalies seen in galactic globular clusters.
1. Physical inputs of the stellar models

Both rotating and standard models for stars with initial masses between 2.5 to 7 \( M_\odot \) are computed at \( Z = 5 \times 10^{-4} \) ([Fe/H] = −1.6). The metallicity dependence of our theoretical predictions is investigated for 7 \( M_\odot \) for which we compute a model at \( Z = 10^{-5} \). The initial rotation velocity of our models is taken equal to 300 km.s\(^{-1}\).

During main sequence, we follow in a self-consistent way the transport of angular momentum and of chemicals through meridional circulation and turbulence using the prescriptions by [1] and [2] (see also [3]). During He-burning, only local angular momentum conservation is used as structural changes now dominate the momentum evolution. Rotational mixing is stopped during AGB phase.

During the AGB phase mass loss is switched from Reimers prescription [4] to Blöcker one [5] (with \( \eta = 0.05 \)) with an explicit \( \sqrt{Z} \) dependence. Diffusive overshooting [6] (\( f_{\text{over}} = 0.016 \)) is added at the bottom of the convective envelope during the TP-AGB phase.

2. Pre-AGB phases

![Chemical profiles of selected nuclei for rotating (left) and standard (right) 5 \( M_\odot \) stars at the end of central He-burning phase. The arrows indicate the deepest penetration of the convective envelope during the second dredge-up phase.](image)

During the pre-AGB phases, rotation-induced mixing modifies the chemical structure of the star with respect to the standard predictions. One striking effect can be seen in Fig. 1 where the chemicals profiles of some key elements at the end of the central He-burning phase are displayed for the 5 \( M_\odot \) for rotating and standard cases. The non rotating models present a sharp CO core surrounded by a He-rich layer where the signatures of the CNO cycle are well visible. On the other hand, the rotating models show the signatures of an important diffusion of C and O from the core...
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Figure 2: Ratio of surface abundances after 2DUP completion to initial ones for the rotating (left) and standard model (right).

to the more external layers. Part of this C and N is converted into N in the He-rich layers where some protons are also mixed.

For these patterns to be revealed at the surface requires the occurrence of the second dredge-up (2DUP) event. This happens only in the higher mass stars ($M \geq 4 \, M_\odot$; in less massive stars the convective envelope sinks only into the H/He discontinuity during the 2DUP). In these objects the convective envelope then sinks into the He-rich layers as shown in Fig. 1 where the arrows indicate the deepest penetration of the convective envelope during the 2DUP phase.

Fig. 2 illustrates the surface abundance variations after the 2DUP for all the stellar masses considered, in both the standard and rotating cases. Only the elements lighter than Mg are affected. For the low mass stars, only the layers where the CNO cycle operates outside of the He-rich layers are reached by the deepening convective envelope at that phase. More massive rotating stars show a strong increase of primary C, O, N and F abundance at the surface after the 2DUP as those elements are synthesized in the He-rich layers before being dredged by the convective envelope. The 7 $M_\odot$ rotating model at $Z = 10^{-5}$ shows stronger abundance variations.

3. Winds on the TPAGB phase and comparison with globular cluster stars

Table 1 presents some structural parameters of AGB models. Core is more massive in rotating models at the beginning of the AGB phase as some mixing have extended this core during central He-burning phase. Recurring third dredge-up (3DUP) prevent strong increase during TPAGB as the final mass of the remnant is only a few 0.1 $M_\odot$ heavier.

Now we turn our attention to the chemical changes for low mass stars ($M \leq 3 \, M_\odot$). The surface abundance patterns obtained during the 2DUP is only modified by recurring 3DUP events (see Fig. 3). It mainly increases the carbon abundance. Fluorine abundance raises after each 3DUP and a positive production if found in the mean composition of winds.
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### Rotating models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M (M☉)</th>
<th>M₂DUP (M☉)</th>
<th>NTP</th>
<th>λₘₐₓ</th>
<th>Mₖ (M☉)</th>
<th>M₂DUP (M☉)</th>
<th>NTP</th>
<th>λₘₐₓ</th>
<th>Mₖ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>&gt;28</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>&gt;15</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Structural parameter of TP-AGB phase for rotating and standard models at Z = 5 × 10⁻⁴; core mass after 2DUP completion, number of thermal pulses, maximum dredge-up efficiency and final core mass.

In massive TP-AGB stars (M ≥ 4 M☉) the bottom of the convective envelope reaches temperatures between 50 and 70 × 10⁶ K, and hot bottom burning (HBB) occurs. It converts part of the fresh primary carbon and neon produced within the convective thermal pulses into nitrogen and sodium respectively. However the Na abundance stays close to the level obtained after 2DUP. Mg and Al surface abundance have a similar evolution in the rotating and standard cases because they were not modified in the pre TP-AGB phases. ²⁵Mg and ²⁶Mg increase due to their synthesis within the thermal pulses followed by 3DUP. As ²⁴Mg is not consumed the total Mg abundance increases.

AGB are often thought to be responsible of abundance anomalies seen exhibited by globular cluster (GC) stars (see [7] in these proceedings). In Fig. 3 we thus compare our predictions for the wind composition with the GC data. The C-N anticorrelation [8] is obtained in none of our models as AGB winds display strong carbon and nitrogen enrichment due respectively to the 3DUP and HBB. Low-mass rotating AGBs slightly deplete O as the results of rotational mixing during the pre-AGB phase. However this O depletion is much too small to explain the oxygen data shown in GCs. In all the models the raise in the Na abundance well matches the observational trends. Last

Figure 3: Ratio of mean abundances in stellar winds to initial composition for rotating (left) and standard (right) models. The typical abundance variations seen in globular cluster stars are indicated by grey bars.
but not least the theoretical wind composition is at odd with the Mg-Al anticorrelation seen in GCs as all our AGB stars produce magnesium together with little quantities of aluminum. In addition the theoretical magnesium isotopic composition that does not recover the one found by [10] $^{24}\text{Mg}$ appears to be depleted in observed GC stars).

4. Conclusion

Rotation has several effects on the chemical patterns of low- and intermediate-mass stars. During the central He-burning phase in particular it leads to the mixing of the He-burning products into the He-rich layers where some protons are also transported from the radiative envelope. There $\text{N}$ is synthesized. This effect is dominant in high-mass AGB stars whose convective envelope penetrates into those deep layers during the 2DUP. Very low metallicity stars are very sensitive to this mechanism: due to their low initial abundance the dilution is stronger.

The 3DUP and HBB modify the patterns resulting from the 2DUP. In low mass AGBs the evolution of the surface abundances of nitrogen, oxygen is dominated by the 2DUP whereas their carbon abundance raises mainly thank to the 3DUP on the TP-AGB. The same is true for massive AGB except that nitrogen increases also thanks to HBB on the TP-AGB.

When compared to GC data one finds that only the Na increase can be reproduced by all the models; however only the low-mass rotating AGB stars slightly deplete O. None of the other observed patterns is reproduced by the AGB models. We must thus conclude that these stars are probably not responsible for the GC abundance anomalies.
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